2 Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) has yielded significant insight on the electronic structure of graphene and other two-dimensional (2D) materials. STS directly measures a fundamental and directly calculable quantity: the single particle density of states (SPDOS).
Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) is a powerful tool used to directly probe the electronic structure of graphene nanodevices. 1, 2 Physical phenomena related to electronic correlations are prevalent in these nanodevices in ultra-high magnetic fields and lead to drastic change in the graphene single particle density of states (SPDOS). However, STS measurements require extreme mechanical stability and are thus incompatible with experimental setups that incorporate ultra-high magnetic fields (> 15 T). 3 While capacitance spectroscopy and electronic transport do not require the same mechanical stability as STS, they are limited to measure the SPDOS of a material at its Fermi Level. 4, 5 The ability to examine electronic structure features at high magnetic fields both near and far from the Fermi level would enable a more comprehensive comparison with theoretical models including those that account for electron-electron interactions. 6 Previous works have realized device based alternatives for STS via heterostructures composed of graphene and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). These tunneling field effect transistors (TFET) have been used to study phonons 7, 8 and Andreev bound states. 9, 10 Landau Levels have also been probed but indirectly and at low magnetic fields. 11 These recent works, however, have been inconsistent in treating the probe-sample coupling, a factor that can drastically alter quantitative conclusions drawn from tunneling spectra. A more complete account of the probesample coupling in graphene TFETs is necessary for understanding graphene planar tunneling spectroscopy.
In order to develop a tunneling spectra benchmark for graphene TFETS, we acquired gate tunable planar tunneling spectra and developed a new systematic method for analyzing/interpreting such spectra. Consequently, our study enables the first direct measurement of numerous graphene electronic structure features at B = 18 T as they fill and empty with charge. As schematized in Fig.   1a , the TFET device employed for our study consists of a van der Waals heterostructure with graphene (gray) sandwiched in between a bottom thick hBN flake (blue) and a top few-layer hBN flake (also blue). In this structure, the few-layer hBN flake acts as a tunneling barrier between the graphene sample and a top lying polycrystalline Cr/Au electrode (gold). 12 The thick hBN platform is used to screen graphene from the influence of extrinsic factors such as charge impurities. 13 The entire heterostructure rests on a 300 nm SiO2 substrate. An optical micrograph of a completed TFET device is shown in Fig. 1b . Numerous probe electrodes that rest on top of a five-layer hBN flake are outlined in orange. One electrode contacts graphene directly and is outlined in black. The exposed (concealed) region of the graphene is denoted by a solid (dashed) line. When a sample bias & (which is equivalent to the negative of a probe bias '()&* ) is applied between the probe and graphene, charges tunnel through the barrier and into available states in graphene. The resulting tunneling conductance / & measured across the junction is proportional to the SPDOS of graphene at energy & . 14 A gate voltage / is applied to the p-doped silicon and is used to capacitively tune graphene's charge density and enables gate tunable / & measurements. 1 We first obtain gate tunable / & spectra at 4. To gain further insight on the two / -dependent features in Fig. 1c we extract several profiles within Fig. 1c along diagonal lines that are parallel to feature (i). Each of these line profiles is displayed in Fig. 1e Previous STS and TFET studies have shown features akin to either feature (i), feature (ii), 2, 3 or both. 4, 5 Notably, the work by Zhao, et. al. attributes the two separate features to tunneling channels available at the chemical potential of the probe ' , and the chemical potential of graphene 9 , which is modulated by & . Importantly, this interpretation implies that spectra taken at constant / do not correspond to a constant . 6 In our experiment a similar systematic consideration of the graphene with respect to & modulation is crucial for understanding the observed spectral 6 features and relating them to prior STS work. This is because the TFET device geometry has a strong capacitive coupling between the top lying tunneling probe and graphene due to their proximity. In effect, graphene's (and chemical potential 9 ) shift if / or & is modulated. This effect has two significant consequences: (1) There is an additional contribution to the tunneling / & that is related to tunneling at 9 ; and (2) Applying a & shifts spectral features away from their expected energies, thus complicating the quantitative interpretation of these spectral features.
The origin of effect (1) (2) has been identified in the literature as band shifting, 18 but is often neglected in graphene STS works, 17, 19 including recent works on magic angle twisted bilayer graphene. 20, 21 In order to extract accurate quantitative electronic structure information from our TFET spectra, it is necessary to systematically account for effect (2) . Fig. 1c and new features as well. The horizontal dark stripe seen in Fig. 1c (and Fig. 2a ) is observed again in Fig. 2b . In addition, new peaks appear that follow the path carved by feature (ii) in Fig. 2a . intensity. Additionally, the spectra show a peak indicated by a pink arrow that shifts to the left as B is increased. This peak is visible as a stair-like dispersing band in Fig. 3a , and it appears again in Figs 3b and 3c at lower values of & . Notably, the length ∆ of this step-like feature increases with larger magnetic fields, eventually forming a prominent staircase pattern for = 18 (Fig.   3c ).
We now use our data that has undergone the shear transformation to accurately extract electronic structure parameters such as the Fermi velocity H and the state degeneracy factor g.
We first look at the H for = 0 by determining the position (in & ) of feature (ii) from / & ( & , ) maps shown in Fig. 2a . The energies of feature (ii), which should correspond to the energy of the Dirac point ( JK ) with respect to 9 , are plotted as a function of fixed in Fig. 4a with the phonon assisted inelastic tunneling energy 'L subtracted. 1 Because of graphene's linear density of states and 2D nature, at low energies JK = ℏ H √ . 25 This expectation is plotted in Fig. 4a as a black solid line. The data and theoretical dispersion match, thus indicating that our TFET spectra are directly measuring JK , including when it is far away (> 0.2 eV) from the Fermi Level. 1, 17 To further support this claim we include in the Supporting Information a simulation of / & that accounts for the effect of graphene's quantum capacitance in determining .
Having quantitively established the validity of the shear transformation, we now apply a similar analysis to / & ( & , ) maps for ≠ 0 (Fig. 2b ). This analysis enables an additional verification of the graphene linear dispersion and an examination of its behavior at different . In the presence of a large , charges in a 2D electron gas undergo cyclotron orbits that coalesce to form Landau levels (LL). Characteristic of materials with a Dirac dispersion, the energies of these LLs are given by QQR − QQS = ( ) H W2eℏ| | , where QQR is the energy of the YL LL and QQS is the energy of the zeroth LL. We use constant line profiles taken from Figs. 2a and 2b to identify the zeroth LL, which coincides with the Dirac point of the spectra taken at = 0 and exhibits a distinctive broadening. 19, 26 The remaining negatively dispersing peaks are indexed DB , DC , … , R with respect to S . For example, DB can be seen in the blue trace of Fig.   2c .
In Fig. 4b we plot the relative energy of the LL peaks | QQR − QQS | as a function of W| | , where is the peak index and = 8 T (see Supporting Information for more details on peak extraction). The data's linearity confirms the expected behavior of graphene's LLs and bolsters our analysis procedure. Figure 4b also includes relative peak energies taken at two additional values of . While all three datasets are linear, their slopes noticeably increase as | | approaches zero, suggesting that the H is dependent (see Supporting Information for H vs at numerous values). Such behavior was reported previously in STS studies of graphene/hBN heterostructures and was attributed to electron-electron interaction effects. 24 Further studies are necessary to unambiguously determine if the observed dependence of H in our experiment is also related to electron-electron interactions.
Finally, we use sheared / & ( & , ) maps to examine how graphene's LLs fill and empty with charge at high magnetic fields. Tunneling spectra taken at = 18 presented in Fig.   3c show a well-defined staircase pattern. Similar patterns have been reported previously in twodimensional electron systems, 7 and in STS studies of graphene 8, 9 , though not at = 18 . These staircase patterns arise from highly compressible LLs for which the Fermi level is pinned at a constant energy as they are filled with charge. Once a LL is completely filled the introduction of additional charge causes the Fermi level to rapidly jump to the next LL. The resulting tunneling map shows a LL staircase, where the length of each stair (∆ ) is equal to the number of degenerate cyclotron orbits in a given LL. Here we extract ∆ for different B and plot the corresponding points in Fig. 4c . Without any fitting parameters, the data show excellent agreement with the theoretical degeneracy ∆ = / S , where S = L * is the flux quantum, and = 4 is the expected single-particle LL degeneracy due to valleys and spins.
In conclusion, we developed a systematic method for interpreting and analyzing the planar tunneling spectra acquired from graphene TFETs. Our study yields direct identification of Although each extracted H was on the order of the expected value for graphene, clear differences were apparent among these H values. Such differences may arise from electron-electron interactions. Finally, we performed planar tunneling spectroscopy of graphene at unprecedented magnetic fields and observed well defined LL staircases. From these staircases, we extract a LL degeneracy that shows excellent agreement with single particle theory. We anticipate that the TFET devices presented here will be compatible with yet higher magnetic fields such as 45T, the highest constant magnetic field currently available. Thus, our TFET devices and shearing analysis technique will enable direct and thorough characterization of graphene's (and other 2D materials') electronic structure as it is altered by electron-electron interactions. Black arrows indicate the energy of feature (ii), which shifts with different n. 
